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Presentation topics
• Data big & small: Big Data/Long tail definitions: the 4 V’s and
methodological challenges
• How realistic or false are the promises of data intensive research?
Replication crisis?
• The “4th paradigm” of data intensive science includes danger to mix up
statistically significant with meaningful results
• Volume and Variety of data production in the humanities and social
sciences

DANS is about keeping data FAIR
https://dans.knaw.nl
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Views on Big Data – the 4 Vs

Characteristic
for humanities
data

Each “V” poses
another set of
technical and
methodological
challenges!

Views on Big Data 2: Sayeed Choudhury (Johns
Hopkins University):
• Most Big Data definitions are “collection centric”
• The scale of the problem is constantly moving upward
• ➔ It is better to take a “method-centric” view:
“my method does not work anymore”
“a community’s ability to deal with data is overwhelmed”

Big data is about method, not just about volume!
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Typical for SSH: large numbers of relatively
small datasets and files
•
•
•
•

Currently >40,000 “data sets” in DANS archives
Data set: collection belonging to a research project
Every data set consists of 1 or more data files, up to 25,000+
Most data sets are small (96% < 1 Gb)
– For example, the entire population census of 1960 (>11 million records) is
about 500 Mb

• Total number of data files about 4.5 million
• Challenge: data management operations on the whole archive -- slow
and problematic
•
•
•

Mass conversions (e.g. thumbnails of images)
Data integrity control (checksums)
Compressing the data

• Trend: “data publication package” belonging to a publication as an
extract of the raw & processed data

Datasets in DANS EASY archive according to size
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Datasets in DANS-EASY according to
domain (April 2018)
Domain
Behavioural and educational sciences
Economics and Business Administration
Humanities
Interdisciplinary sciences
Law and public administration
Life sciences, medicine and health care
Science and technology
Social sciences
Total

Datasets % Datasets
1.351
2,3%
235
0,4%
38.363
66,3%
5.609
9,7%
817
1,4%
6.593
11,4%
162
0,3%
4.708
8,1%
57.838
100,0%

Note: including ca. 7000 data sets in more than one domain

Number of data sets

Big Data are Sexy?!

Small  Size of data sets → Big

And tend to obliterate small data in the long tail!

Remember “The End of Theory”?

Almost one decade ago!

Remember the 4th Paradigm?

Jim Gray on
eScience

Tony Hey et al.
2009

Replication crisis
According to a 2016 poll of 1,500 scientists in
Nature, 70% of them had failed to reproduce
at least one other scientist's experiment
(50% had failed to reproduce one of their
own experiments).
Discipline

Failed to replicate
someone else’s
results

Failed to replicate
own results

Chemistry

90%

60%

Biology

80%

60%

Physics and
Engineeering

70%

50%

Medicine

70%

60%

Earth and
Environmental
Science

60%

40%

https://knaw.nl/en/news/publications/replication-studies

Danger!
Mixing up statistically significant with meaningful
results!

Data production in the social sciences and
humanities (SSH)
• Humanities
– archaeology: excavations and surface surveys
– history and cultural studies: digitized/transcribed
• archival sources
• library holdings (books and other texts, with images)
• museum holdings (artworks, images with descriptions)
– linguistics: text, human speech (audio/video)

• Social and behavioral sciences
– social sciences:
• social surveys
• qualitative interviews (audio/video + transcriptions)
• censuses and registration data
– psychology: data from experiments

Long-tail data remains typical for the
humanities (and for many other disciplines)
Collaborative work: bringing together data from many
scholars
1. Historical shipping
2. Digitized censuses
3. Global inequality
4. Holocaust studies
5. Dendrochronology
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1. Historical Shipping

Bringing together shipping records from projects over the decades: South
Chinese Sea Trade (1681-1792); Dutch-Asiatic Shipping (1602-1795);
Climate of the World Oceans (weather observations from ships’ logs,
1750-1854), Atlantic Connections, Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade, etc.

2. Historical Censuses since 1795
http://volkstellingen.nl/
Census digitization projects since 1996
Collaboration with Statistics Netherlands
40,000+ pages of tables turned into numbers
Images of the original source books
Up to 60,000 users per year

3. Clio-Infra:

historical data on world-wide economic
growth & inequality - https://www.clio-infra.eu/
Data collection from thousands of sources from all over
the world by hundreds of specialists
Solving massive problems of data interpretation,
cleaning, linking, harmonization, comparison…
From source to database: example on age
data about Ceylon, 1770
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4. Holocaust studies
Holocaust Researchers Catalog 42,500
Nazi Ghettos, Camps; Numbers Are
'Unbelievable'

5. Digital Collaboratory for Cultural
Dendrochronology

P.I. Esther Jansma

Data collections of‘old wood’for
The Netherlands
•

•

Private sector in The Netherlands (6000
BC-present):
•

> 2000 research projects

•

> 20.000 measurement series of 13.000
trees (60% dated)

Private sector and universities in
Germany:
•

Archaeology: e.g. Dorestad

•

Cultural heritage: many objects from The
Netherlands and Flanders

•

Architectural history: North and East NL,
Amsterdam

Big data production in the SSH
Born digital
– administrative processes: government administrations
• taxation, population registers, school data, traffic flows
– commercial processes: business and financial transactions
• banking, sales (goods, real estate), stock exchange
– socially produced: social networks
• Twitter, Wikipedia, Facebook, YouTube, Flickr
– personal devices: GSM, GPS
– simulation data

Mass digitization
– images
– OCR of images: text & numbers
– audio-visual

SSH: (big) data challenges
•
•
•

•

Data generated by individual people tend to be small and by
collaborative groups of modest size
Data generated by social processes, transactions, administrations and
personal devices tend to be BIG
Data preserved from the past tend to rather big and fuzzy and
complex
Small but growing number of big data projects in SSH, uptake of HPC
will remain modest
– Millions of digitized books (“Culturomics”)
– Analysis of twitter feeds and social media:
• Sentiment analysis to predict markets and economic trends
• Linguistic analysis
– Traffic flows using GPS

Discussion: challenges of long-tail data vs. big data
1.

We need to acknowledge that in all domains most researchers still work with
modest volumes of data
1.
2.
3.

2.

Do “data publication packages” represent the original (raw and processed
data) in an acceptable (FAIR) way?
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Investments need to reflect this
Plan-E also seems to have favored Big Data above Small Data
Uptake of HPC, Grid, etc. will will remain low

Pro: Publication packages contain valuable additional information, including
syntax/code
Con: This is an escape not to make available the actual data

4 V’s require very different methodological and technical solutions; focus of escience and data science has been on volume & velocity; little attention has
been paid to variety & veracity challenges
Data-centric research contributed to the replication crisis
Long-tail data can be curated, managed, archived and made accessible by
repositories for small to modest size data; facilities for big volumes need to
incorporate trust functions and get certified separately

